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In last November's newsletter, Marilyn introduced you to the Litios Light Crystals and we are delighted that she
has offered us to write a follow-up article. He we are able to go deeper into the Litios Light Crystals and
highlight their potential for dowsers.
To review, the Litios Light Crystals of the New Age are highly energized light tools which are brought to the
Earth to raise our energy and frequency as well as that of our surroundings and give us more energy, clarity and
vitality. All Litios Light Crystals help to balance our aura, raise our vibration and activate our higher, divine
consciousness.
Much of what you read today from alternative sources will tell you that the vibration of the earth is increasing,
that higher and stronger energies are coming in, that living beings are going from the 3 rd to the 5th dimension and
that the Earth is going through a major shift.
Origin of the name “Litios”
The source who brings the Litios Light Crystals to us tells us that the highest Spiritual Councils overseeing the
Earth have agreed together with our Earth, Lady Gaia, to reestablish the Crystal Sphere around the planet, which
is a sphere similar to the one that existed in Atlantis during the peak times of that mostly spiritually advanced
culture. Specifically Archangel Metatron and the Crystals Angels are responsible for building up the Crystal
Sphere around the planet once again. Archangel Metatron created the first Crystal Sphere at the beginning of
time and creation, the first crystalline city which he calls Litios and which represents the highest and purest
manifestation of divine light and crystalline energy.
Litios Light Crystals: Who and How
The Litios Founders, Antje and Edwin Eisele, are a spiritually attuned German couple and are strongly
connected to Archangel Metatron who has guided and instructed them on how to produce the Litios Light
Crystals. The Archangels have offered to infuse the Litios Light Crystals at this time with the purest light
energies from the highest dimensions, to this Crystal Sphere, to the 7th dimension and higher, so that we may
have access to this divine energy and knowledge now. This sacred divine infusion happens over a period of
several days, requires no human intervention and is undertaken directly by Archangels, Crystal Angels and
Ascended Masters.
The Litios Light Crystals have a very wide spectrum of frequencies and dimensions as well as a
higher consciousness that actively works through them. They are directly connected to the new
energies coming to the planet and are always permeated by this divine flow so there is no need
to re-energize them. They do not absorb any negative energy but rather transform the
disharmonious energies so there is no need to ever cleanse them. More interestingly, the Light
Crystals adapt their energy, frequencies and strength to match the person who has them, they
do not overburden them and give off just what you need.
The Litios Light Crystals:
 Create a protective field of light in our aura and in our living spaces,
 Help to release and transform disharmonious energies
 Can harmonize technical radiation and electrosmog as well as geopathic disturbances
 Can and do energize and harmonize water, food and beverages.
For Dowsers:
For Dowsers who are interested in harmonizing their surroundings, the Litios Light Crystals offer a new
paradigm and an extended way of working with these Light Tools. By consciously connecting with them, you
can invoke very potent transformational energies that can raise the vibration of your space(s) and that can
neutralize and harmonize harmful energies, be they of a technical or extraneous source. As experienced

Dowsers, you would be able to test out the most optimal way of using these powerful Light Tools in many areas
of your life and for those around you. For example, you may test that a particular Litios Sphere should be placed
in a particular location in your living room and invoked in such a way to generally raise and clear the energy,
shield a particular technical radiation (w-LAN, DECT telephone) and bring a particular flow of constant energy
into the room which would most benefit it.
The Litios Form:
Litios Light Crystals come as pendants and other articles that can be worn as beautiful pieces of jewelry or they
come as ornaments and objects that can be placed in rooms, offices and personal spaces. In addition to the
common possibilities listed above, each of the Litios Light Crystals has additional characteristics and everyone
has the opportunity to find the right Litios Light Crystal that matches one’s own energy and needs. Again, as
Dowsers you can easily test which is the right crystal for you or find the right crystal for a specific use.
Litios Light Crystals often used in House Harmonization
The powerful Angel's Gate, also called the Gate of Ascension, has many facets. It's main
strength is to open a mighty channel into the higher spheres and connect to the primordial
crystal energies. It fills not just rooms and houses but entire buildings in a protective field of
light and fills them with energy and harmony. It is a type of cosmic transmitting and receiving
station and you feel uplifted, free, lightened and surrounded by loving energies. It is a very
popular Litios Crystal for house harmonization and meditation rooms.
Other spheres such as the Dolphin Sphere or Unicorn Sphere help us to bring in gentle energy
and both are excellent for harmonizing rooms and for a good night's sleep. They balance the
emotions and are especially suitable for meditation and therapy rooms as well as children’s
rooms, bedrooms, rooms of relaxation and tranquility, places where animals stay or in stables.
The Mirror of Amenti offers intensified grounding and on a deeper level, reconciliation
with the Earth and yourself. You can connect to the Wisdom of the Halls of Amenti deep
within the Earth where the Masters meet, where much of the wisdom of the Earth is stored
and which was brought there after the fall of Atlantis. On a practical level, this grounding
ability is excellent for harmonizing harmful earth radiation, fault lines, computers and
workplaces.
The work with the Litios Light Crystals is quite complementary with virtually every
spiritual practice or item you utilize. Many people from all walks of life integrate their
crystals in whatever their work is and often report many positive changes in their
environment and with those around them. On the Litios.ca website, you can see detailed
product descriptions and uses as well as a number of testimonials which can give you
additional ideas as to how the Litios Light Crystals can enrich your life.
In terms of personal growth, the Litios Light Crystals allow you to clearly go into your own power, be
independent of what goes on around you, own more of your creative power and so become master of your own
life. They can help you to release and remove barriers that hold you back, to open yourself to greater abundance
and enable you to experience greater joy and love in all aspects of your life. Many people who have Litios Light
Crystals claim to feel a deepened sense of peace and harmony, as well as a connection to something higher and
intensely loving.
So we see the Litios Light Crystals as a gift from the spirit plane and Archangel Metatron which is available to
anyone as we shift with the Earth to a higher vibration. We also see it as an acknowledgement that we have
collectively developed far enough on our path that the Masters and Teachers entrust us once again with Divine
Light tools for the betterment of the planet and humanity.
We will be at the Total Health Expo April 5-7 at the Toronto Metro Convention Centre and we invite you to
visit, experience, feel and test the Litios Light Crystals for yourself.

For the first time in North America we will be offering Litios' most intensive and comprehensive training, the 3
x 3 day Metatron Diamond Light Priest Training in Toronto starting April 12-14. In this training you will
connect with the new Crystalline and Diamond Energies, accelerate your own personal transformation, work
with advanced Light Tools, develop your higher Light Consciousness and step into your true divine potential.
Ursula and Peter will offer Part 1. A special highlight is that the Litios Founders, Edwin and Antje Eisele, will
fly in to hold the remaining Part 2 and Part 3 later this year.
We will also be offering a special 1-day "House Harmonization and Earth Healing" seminar with Litios Light
Crystals on July 11 in Toronto also with the Litios Founders themselves which could be of interest to the
dowsers.
Peter and Ursula have trained extensively with the Litios Founders and are Certified Litios Practitioners and
Diamond Light Priests.
For further information, contact us at contact@Litios.ca as well as under www.Litios.ca.

